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Expositiones. This material, which is an extension of Kienzle’s earlier work on
Hildegard’s preaching against the Cathars, fits rather awkwardly into the book’s
central focus on learning, writing and teaching at Rupertsberg. This is, never-
theless, an interesting discussion of the ways in which Hildegard used her
exegetical voice to point up scriptural themes (God’s creation of all things, for
example) that refuted central tenets of Cathar belief.
One of the most compelling aspects of the book under review is the way in which
Kienzle sets the exceptional aspects of the ‘Glossa Hildegardiana’ against the
spiritual and intellectual backdrop that she shared with less extraordinary
contemporary religious women. Kienzle’s insights into the role of the study of
the Psalms, the continuous experience of ‘lived exegesis’ through liturgy, and the
didactic function of Hildegard’s performance of exegesis for the women under her
spiritual care at Rupertsberg contribute significantly to our developing under-
standing of the form and function of women’s education in twelfth-century
monastic communities.
ALISON BEACHOHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Some later medieval theories of the eucharist. Thomas Aquinas, Giles of Rome, Duns Scotus,
and William Ockham. By Marilyn McCord Adams. Pp. viii +. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, . £.     
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Readers familiar with Marilyn Adams’s work know to expect top quality analytical
philosophical rigour combined with a respectful historical approach to medieval
thought. This survey of eucharistic theology, with special attention to the
mechanics of the real presence of Christ in the consecrated bread and wine,
provides an overview of the most influential theologians of the late thirteenth
and early fourteenth centuries. Ordinarily, this topic’s complexity discourages
many readers; Adams’s aim is to provide a concise, accurate introduction, which
she accomplishes effectively. She provides an introduction to the basic elements
of Aristotelian theories of body and place, followed by a neat summary of the
medieval conception of a sacrament, and a survey of the theologians’ accounts
of how sacraments have causal efficacy in changing material objects (both
sacramental elements, like the baptismal water, chrismatic oil, and the consecrated
bread and wine, and the Christians who receive them). The reader is now ready to
explore how these thinkers handled the challenge of explaining transubstantia-
tion, the doctrine according to which the consecrated bread and wine become the
real body and blood of the ascended, living Christ, while apparently remaining
what they were beforehand. The key is to explain the ‘real presence’ of the
incarnate God in the creatures of bread and wine sufficiently to take into account
thorny philosophical problems. These include explaining how one being can be in
several places at once, describing creation and annihilation using a physics to
which both concepts are foreign, as well as the referent of ‘hoc’ in ‘hoc est corpus
meum’. Adams provides an effective introduction to Thomas’s explanation of how
one thing is converted into something else in transubstantiation, ‘absolute whole
being conversion’, as she describes it. Next she describes Giles’s shift in approach,
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in which a Thomistic account of conversion is generally accepted, and theology is
employed to account for possible impossibilities that lurk in the shadows. This
section is particularly useful, because secondary work on Giles’s eucharistic theory
is scant. Scotus rejects Thomas’s description, and employs a distinction between
kinds of position and real presence in terms of external relation. Further, he
distinguishes between two kinds of transubstantion: productive and translative, the
former describing the new existence of a thing, and the latter the translation of
an extant thing to a new substantial location. Finally, Adams describes Ockham’s
shift of the discussion from substance to quantity. The next section of the book
addresses problems associated with the relation of accident to substance that arise
from these theories, and the final section analyses the application of this complex
metaphysics to the function of a sacramental meal. In sum, Adams has written a
concise, analytically clear survey of some of the most important eucharistic
theologies of the medieval period. My only concern is that the bibliography is
limited regarding more philosophically developed studies of individual thinkers;
for example, she does not mention that J. J. M. Bakker’s two-volume La Raison
et le miracle (), remains the definitive study of the development of eucharistic
theology in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Adams’s introduction
provides the wherewithal for philosophers in particular to approach that work,
but does not take its place.
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Axel Ehler’s book on the Teutonic Knights and the indulgences which they
received between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries is a comprehensive
study that raises important questions for the history of the Teutonic Order, the
history of the crusades and more generally the understanding of the practice of
indulgences in the late Middle Ages. The volume is organised in two sections.
A first part deals with the papal indulgences granted to the Teutonic Order
from the pontificate of Honorius III (–) onwards as a reward for fighting
on crusade in Livonia, Estonia, Lithuania and Prussia. Similarly, this section
addresses the issue of the indulgences given between the thirteenth and fifteenth
centuries to the order’s churches and chapels, especially in the kingdom of
Germany, in order to support the preaching and funding of the crusades. Finally,
this first part of the volume includes a study of the so-called ‘summaries’ or ‘tariff-
lists’ of indulgences, compiled by the order between the fourteenth and early
sixteenth centuries. The second section of the volume includes calendars of
sources and critical editions, comprising a comprehensive list of calendars of
indulgences granted to churches and chapels of the order in the German pro-
vinces and the critical edition of twelve ‘summaries’ or ‘tariff-lists’ of indulgences.
The study and the edition of such primary source material is undoubtedly the
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